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Answer ang tan questions

1. (a/,1 What are the rnajor engineering
'problems associated with H2SO* acid
production? 5

(b) What is hydrogenation of oil? Why is iti- done? Describe all the steps involved in
, hydrogenation of,oil; - 1+1+6=19

(c) What are the main significances or
uniquenesses of ,polymers which, has
rirlade,it so popular? s

2. (a) How are nylons named? Explain with
proper example. 5

(b/ What do you mean by elastomers?' ' Name'two types of synthetiC rubberwith
' their respective uses. 2+4=6

(c) What is pulping? Describe various t5rpes
of pulping method. 1+8=9
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3. /a/ What is Portland'cement? What are its
main constituents? Describe the.zoneq
of a . rotar! kiln used in cement

manufacturing with reference to various
ternperatures and reactions. l+)+7=19

(b) What do you mean by fat splitting and

saponification? 2+2=4

(c) What is the catalyst used in the

manufacturing of HDPE? What is its
signilicance? How -does HDPE differ
from LDPE? L+2+3:6

4. (a) Derive an expression for critical speed of

a ball"mill. Can you rtln a'ball mill
beyond its critical sPeed? 8+2=10

'.
lbJ State the importance , of 'gas ' cleaning

: operations. Explain ttre working principle

of any equipment used for gas cleaning
with, a neat diagram. g+/=10

2+8=1O

( Contiruted )
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5. (a) What is cake filtration? Starting from
the basic lq|ation of fiItration, derive

the expression for 'consta.nt rate

Iiltration.
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/bl Nitrobenzene.(specific gravigr = 1.2) and
a1r, aqueous waste acid of specific
gravier L.O2 are to be separated ina tubular centrifuge bowt with an
inside' diameter'of iO ,cn1 rolating at
i500O r.p.m. The- free liquid surface
inside the bowl is 2.5 cm from.the axis
of rotation. If the centrifuge is to contain
equai volurne of the two liquids,,,what
should be the radial distance from the
rotational axis to the top of the overflow
leg at the heavy liquid? 10

6. (a)

,

I

(b)

(c)

Classi$r size reduction equipments with
respe-ct to-the, principle of reduction. 4

Distinguish between cumulative and
differential screen analysis. : 6

What do you mean by hindered settling?
A falling ball viscometer apparatus
measures by timing'the fali 

-of 
the

ball (specific gravity = 7.91with diameter
of 0.635 cm through.the fluid, while oil
whose density is O.gg,g/cc is introduced
into the instrument. The steel ball falls
a distance of 25.4 cm through the oil.
What is the viscosigr of the oil, if the
time of fall is 6.35 sec? 2+B=lO
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7. (a) What do you mean,by refinery',off-gas? -{
How does it. differ from natural.gas? 4

(b) What are the purposes of catal5rtic
cq.?gking? Describe the operation.of a
reactor-regenerator type fluidized bed
catalytic, cracking unit with a flow
diagram

(c/ What are the important ,products of
propylene and rnethanol? 4

8. (q) Explain how refinery operations and
process depend on crude composition. 6

(b) What are different feedstocks used for ,
petrochemieal industries? Explain the
process of removal of mechanical
impurities from feedstock. 5+5:10

(c) What are the important tests for,ATF
and lubricating oil? 4

9. (a) What is hydro-treating? Why is it
necessary for refinery operation? 6

(b) What is synthesis gas? W?iat are the
important petrocherni,cal intermediates/
products obtained from s5mthesis gas?

2+4=6

/c/ Explain the methods of dehydration and
desalting of crude oil. 8
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When a gas deviates from ideaiity, how
do you measure 'or estimate the
deviation? What are various tools
available to find out the real behaviour?

Prove the folloqing idendty st4rting
from the basic equations of thermo-
d5mamics.

?
@

(c)

(b)

10

= u - r[31)
\0rlp

What do you mea:r by activitY
coefficient? Write the basic difference
between low pressure and fugacity. 2+3=5

Define entropy and state its significance
in deriving the second law of tl:ermo-
dynamics. Provide the mathematical
statement of the. second law of
thermodynamics. 10

A rigd vessel of O:O6 m3 volume
contains an ideal gas, C, =(5/2)R at
5O0Kand1bar.
(i) If the heat in the amourit of 15lcl is

transferred to the gas, determine its
.enttopy change.

(iil lt the vessel is fitted with'a stirrer
that is rotated by a shaft so that
work in the amount of 15 kJ is
done on the gaS, what is the entropy
change of the gas if the Process- is
adiabatic? What is AS,o,"1? 10
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L2. (a) , What is the ch44ge in entropy of 1 mole
of an ideal gas, which is initially at

, so..C and i,o ",* erJ;r-; ;
,-,. ."p.ttded irreversiUty. to 1- "; "rr;20 "C? T?re molal heat capacrty of the gas

:'i'"at'constarit pressurc i" i koi p"i L;;': per K.

(b) Explain the vapour-compression cycle
for a refrigeration process. 6

(c) 'What is internal energr? How does
' '.in-ternal energr of qn ideJ g"J,,;;;il

(,6, I

tempCrature and pressure? 2+2=4

'r

r
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13. (al What do' you mean by adiabatic
operation? Deduce the relation between
conversion and temperature from
the enersr balance equation for an
adiabatic operalign.

(b) For a consecuQive 1s4.tir, , ,

a-kr *n 'b 
rs

where \=kz, find 1|rg 
, 

maximum
concentration of R and,,also find the
optimum time. 10

(c) "For a,zero-order reaction;,plug flow
reactor and CSTR require ""*"
,voluqre."'Justi$ the statement. 3

fflg i
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14. (a)

15. (a)
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What is autocatalytic reaction? Which
type of reactor is best for such reaction?
Explaiq how will you obtain the optimum
recycle ratio for an autocatalytic reaction

How will you define a catalyst? What
are different t5rpes of catalyst? Explain
deactivation of catalyst. T

What are the two techniques of
measuring the Residence Time
Distribution (RTD) of a reactor? Write
down the RTD functions for the two
methods. Also mention their Ldvantages
and disadvantages. 2+)+4=g

What is the necessit5r of modelling
real reactors? What are various models
available and how are they classified?

2+3=5

***
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?
in a recycle reactor. 2+)+3=12

(b) What is Damkdhler number? Explain
its significance. Derive an expression
for the fractionai conversion (Xa) if
a second-order reaction is carried
out in a CSTR in terms of Damk6hler
number (Da). 1+!+5=3

I

(b)

(c)


